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 Screen Kings: Who’s Winning in Streaming and Advertising?
Analyst Erica Furfaro and PM Mike Kagan assess Netflix's dominance in streaming plus leading and emerging players in
digital advertising.

 Anatomy of a Recession: 4Q21 Update
Jeff Schulze and Josh Jamner discuss the factors that should lead to an economic reacceleration following a Delta variant-
induced slowdown in 3Q.

 Recovery, Decarbonization, 5G Among Infrastructure Tailwinds
PM Shane Hurst breaks down how the infrastructure universe performed in the third quarter.

 Inflation, Yields Likely Tailwinds for Infrastructure
PM Nick Langley breaks down current inflation signs, including climate-related inflation, and how listed infrastructure is
positioned.

 The Long View: The Peak in Peaks
3Q21 Commentary: The future for equities and the economy may not be as gloomy as peak monetary policy suggests.

Senior Portfolio Manager Charles Hamieh at RARE Infrastructure joins RARE Head of Global Distribution Matt Bushby to discuss
the drivers behind a return for user pays infrastructure assets such as toll roads and airports in May, how he has been finding
attractive entry points to high-quality, long-duration infrastructure assets lately and the overall role of infrastructure in investors'
portfolios in the current environment.

All opinions and data included in this commentary are as of the publication date and are subject to change. The opinions and views expressed herein are of the
author and may differ from other portfolio managers or the firm as a whole, and are not intended to be a forecast of future events, a guarantee of future results
or investment advice. This information should not be used as the sole basis to make any investment decision. The statistics have been obtained from sources
believed to be reliable, but the accuracy and completeness of this information cannot be guaranteed. Neither ClearBridge Investments, LLC  nor its information
providers are responsible for any damages or losses arising from any use of this information. 
Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
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